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[IM] INNOVATION MANAGEMENT 
 

Introduction 

Innovation is a fundamental requirement to stay in business today. Innovative firms create 
new rules that make more conservative firms obsolete. Innovation has traditionally been 
associated with new product introduction and innate features of creative people, however both 
are limited and risky views. Today there is ample agreement that sustained success demands 
continuous learning and applying innovation in any business area (Business Innovation, not 
just new products or services introduction). Therefore, robust innovation has more to do with 
managing people than technology, and more to do with culture than stage-gate processes. 
Also, aligning efforts from many people in diverse positions within the company, especially top 
management, becomes a cornerstone to innovation capacity. Consequently, innovation goes 
well beyond the sole responsibility of technical or marketing heads and department.  
 

 

Objectives 
Innovation Management (IM) will allow students to develop basic skills in creative problem 
solving through Design Thinking (DT) and in fostering innovation within organizations. These 
skills are valued today and will be central in the future, as managers will be expected to have 
the ability to turn strategic problems into creative solutions and to engage people in the 
implementation of innovation initiatives. The course focuses on the manager’s and leader’s 
role as an innovator and facilitator of innovation by others. 
 

 To learn how to introduce innovation focused on addressing human-centered 
problems and turning them into novel solutions.  

 To understand distinct approaches specific to managing business innovation 
different from technological innovation. 

 To learn how to develop a change program to foster design thinking, as driver of 
broad and continuous innovation in traditional firms.  

 To learn how to assess key obstacles to creative problem solving and innovation 
management. 

 To get an exposure and appreciate key management practices used by well 
recognized, successful innovating companies. 

Recommended Books 

 Fraser, Heather (2012) Design Works: How to Tackle Your Toughest Innovation 
Challenges Through Business Design, Rotman-Utp Publishing. 
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 Liedtka, Jeanne and Tim Ogilvie (2011), Designing for Growth: A design thinking tool kit 
for managers. Columbia Business School Publishing.  

 Deschamps, Jean-Philippe (2008), Innovation Leaders: How senior executives stimulate, 
steer and sustain innovation, Jossey-Bass, Wiley, England.  

 Dyer, Jeff; Hal Gregersen and Clayton M. Christensen (2011), The Innovator's DNA: 
Mastering the Five Skills of Disruptive Innovators, Harvard Business Review Press. 

 Stamm, Bettina von (2003), The Innovative Wave: Meeting the Corporate Challenge”, John 
Wiley & Sons, England. 

 Skarzynski, Peter and Rowan Gibson (2008) Innovation to the Core, Harvard Bus Press. 

 Rao, Jay and Fran Chuan (2012), The Discipline & Culture of Innovation, Profit Editor. 

 Tushman, M.L. and C.A. O’Reilly III (2002), Winning through Innovation: A Practical Guide 
to Leading Organizational Change and Renewal, Harvard Business School Press. 

 

Competences 

 

General Competences 

 To understand and apply the mechanisms that generate an atmosphere of cooperation, 
communication, and trust among the members of a team or organization. 

 To distinguish and categorize relevant information effectively for business decision 
making. 

 
Specific Competences 

 To identify business problems that can approached through design thinking. 

 To achieve deep understanding of customer needs.  

 To define and frame a design problem. 

 To conceptualize a design research effort.  

 To create a tactical plan to translate a strategic goal (vision) into action (project 

portfolio) through innovation, creativity and design thinking. 

 To manage the basic issues to launch business innovation in a company. 

 
Content  

The course is divided in two main building blocks. The main one centers on design thinking 
as a problem solving approach. The second, more brief, focuses on innovation management, 
which covers two aspects:  a systematic approach to innovation, and the requests that 
managers face in their attempts to build an innovative culture. All of them are intertwined and 
central to translating innovation into results.  

Design Thinking phases: 

 Inspiration. Deep customer understanding.  Identifying latent needs. 

 Ideation. Problem framing. Idea generation. 

 Implementation. Concept development and validation (prototyping and 

experimentation). 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Clayton-M.-Christensen/e/B000APPD3Y/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1385914244&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Innovators-DNA-Mastering-Skills-Disruptive/dp/1422134814/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1385914244&sr=1-1&keywords=DNA+innovator
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Innovators-DNA-Mastering-Skills-Disruptive/dp/1422134814/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1385914244&sr=1-1&keywords=DNA+innovator
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The course will also cover how to link a vision of transformation (strategy) with strategic 
problem identification, as the springboard to launch innovation. This will show the critical role 
of DT and innovation in translating Vision into Action. 

 

Managing Innovation as a systematic and robust process: 
 Top-down and bottom-up innovation processes. Front-end of innovation. From 

strategy to creativity. From idea generation to business initiatives.  
 Organizing for Innovation. Allocating people to teams and launching innovation 

projects. Cross-functional teams. Innovation council. Innovation Metrics.  

Innovative culture and the innovation system: 
 Traits and features of culture in highly innovative companies (values, principles and 

practices).  
 Key managerial skills needed to build a culture of broad and continuous innovation. 

 

Evaluation 

 

Grades will be based on: 

 Quality of class participation and contributions (45 %) 

 Individual problem identification in the preparation weeks and the team (pairs) assignment 

and individual assignment during the consolidation weeks (55%).   

 
Active contribution in all two aspects, class participation and reports, is demanded. Failure to 
fulfill the basic demands on any of the two aspects may seriously affect individual grading. 

Get ready to understand the consolidation weeks’ assignment well before we get into the 
consolidation weeks period. Please see detailed description of the assignment at the end of 
this outline. 

 
 
 


